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FERROMAGNETICRFSONANCEOF PREaPIT ATED PHASFS IN
NATURAL GLASSFS
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This paper describesthe prKticaJ applicationor fcrromaaneticresonance(FMR) in characleri.. the iron-~ prccipitaC8commonly.n:urrinl in natural &lasses.
Followinga capsule
introduction to the principles of FMR powder patlem analysis.some DeWresultSfor obsidians and
Mount 5t Hdeu ash arc brieRy preleDled. Attenlion is lata' drawn to the critical inOuelK* of
ga~phase equilibria ill detamiaiJIIlbe natures of the precipitated phases in fine part~late
gia5ses,aDd it is demOIiItraled lhaI syntlietjc "nallAr" pass anaqua" can be impor1anlaids in
interpretiDi the FMR spec;tr801 MIura! samples. An uteasive disawion of the ren'Omagnetic
phasesin lunar aiUSel of both volcanic and micrometeoroid-im~
oriains is built laraerty upon

elementsof the auabor'spreviously~blished and unpubtilhedwork. and suaeslionsare offered
for future FMR saudia of ~
malerials.Fiaaliy, an appendix~
two methodsof
Ihe~~

analysis baled ~

FMR and CODIrast5these with the results of more classical

ta:hniques-

I, IntlX»ductfon
The study of natural gl~~
undoubtedly holds the key to understanding
many geophysical and gccx:bemical processes on the Earth and the other
terrestrial planets, includin& the EaJ1b's Moon (1). However, as emphasized by
O'Keefe [1], many mysteries remain, and the unlockinl of these may well
depend on the steady introduction of new analytical techniques for characterizing both the available natura] glass samples and their synthetic analogues.
FJectroD spin resonan~ (ESR) is a technique which is not new per se in its
application to natural glasses. Extensive studies of terrestrial natural glasses
were carried out to obtain a reference data base prior to the return of the first
lunar samples in 1969, e.a. refs. [2) and (3]. Perhaps it was the ensuing
engrossment with the lunar samples themselves which delayed further publication of these results until substantially later dates, Several post-Apollo papers
have now dealt with Lybian Desert glass (4-6], tektites (S], and Fulguritcs (5).
Another recent body of literature involved the application of ESR to
determine oxidation-reduction
equilibria of multivalent elements in silicate
melts which model planetary magmas. e.8- refs. (7-14]. The results of these
studies promise to be of particular importance in geochemistry and basaltic
petrology [IS]. However. most of the synthetic melts so far investigated cannot

be considered natural glassanalogues"sinceglassesof thesecompositionsare
II
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rarely found in nature [1]. Nevenhelcss, the ESR methodology alJd data base
carefully developed in refs. (7-14] should prove indispensable in future studies
of paramagnetic ions dissolved in natural glasses.
The general topic of ESR in glasseshas been the subject of a recent review
(16). As discussedthere, it is useful to draw a distinction betweenparamagnf'lic
resonance. due to a system of dilute, weakly interacting electron spins, and
jerrolnagrlf'tic resonance (FMR~ which is encountered when ferm- or ferrimagnetic. compounds are included in the sample. While both experiments are
carried out on the same ESR spectrometer, the spectral line shapes.linewidths

and intensities and their temperature dependencesare entirely different in the
two cases.For example, whereas in paramagnetic resonancethe intensity varies
as the reciprocal of absolute temperature, in FMR the signal intensities can be
nearly independent of temperature - or even increasing functions of temperature! The use of such FMR intensity measurementsas a diagnostic tool will be
discussed in ~tion S. below. Similarly, some aspects of FMR line shape
analysis relevant to the natural glass problem will be taken up in ~tion 2.
immediately following.
It can be Slated with considerable confidence (though not without some
risk) that there exist no 1Iomog""~u.s natural glasseswhich are ferromagnetic.
In aD known cases,the ferromagnetism which is 1M subject of this paper arises
from fine-grained precipitates in the Ilass. The broad area of FMR studies of
such precipitates in glasseshas been reviewed briefly [17] and will be more
e~tensively discussedin a longer manU1Criptin preparation [18). The present
paper confmes itself to several special issues relating to nQlwa/ sL~
and
presents a substantial amount of otherwise unpublished material. thus cdmplementinl rather than duplicating refs. (17] and [18J.
2. FMR Ulle shape8118iysisfer spherical. single-doalain perticles
As developed more thoroulhlY elsewhere (17,18). the FMR line shapes
which are encountered in glassesdepend strOngly on the shapes and sizes of
the pruipitated panicl~. In principle, the). might also depend on whether or
not 1M particles are clumped together. FOI1unately.however, particles precipitated in gI~~ have a ItroDg tendcr.:y to be spherical (due to surface tension)
and well dispersed (due to homogen«)USnucleation). Sphericity and freedom
from clumping are incalculable hooDSto the FMR experiment. since in these
events shape anisotropy and panicle-particle interactions can be neglected.
The r~i"iDl
interacti0D5 are the Zeeman interaction of the magnetic
moment with the applied magnetic field, masnetocrystalline anisotropy (which
frequently serves to fingerprint unknown ferromagnetic phases~ and anisot. In the remaiDderof tNS pap« DOdisli~

will be made bct~
materialsw_b are
rerromalDettc(aDspinsparaUd)and thOlewhid8are rerrimaptic (somespiu aatipll"aUcl).

The 1ermino1o8iC1
"rerrOmlaDef.:" and "FMR" wiD be unironaly applied (0 aU compoundt
which are characterizedby net r~&neIic
momenu. maperi1l beina aD impor1&at example.
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Fig. 1. Coordinate system(a) and resonancefIelds ~
aniJe (b) for. spheric.J Male crystal of
a ferromagnetic mineral with cubic crystal structUM 8nd positive magnet~stalJine anisotropy
constant.

ropy due to domain structure (which in the most favorable cases can be
interpreted (17-19J but which mon often servesto smudge the magnetocrystaJline. anisotropy fmgerprint). Multidomain effects will not be discussed in the
present paper, acept to identify certain caseswhere it seemslikely that such
effects govern the experimental line shape (seepanicularly. section 3).
As explained in ref. [17]. the FMR experiment makes DOdistinction between
.. single domain" and .. superparamagnetic" particles. single domain behavior
being observed for all particles smaller than a certain diameter. For spherical
particles, the single domain-multidomain threshold diameter in uro applied
magnetic

field

is do

-

200

A

for

metallic

iron

[20]

and

do S 480

A

for

magnetite (Fe30~) [21]. However. when sufficiently large magnetic fields arc
applied. aD domain structure is driven out reprdless of .particle size. The
maximum applied field required to saturate a spherical particle is HI. (4../3)
M~ (22). where NI is saturation magnetization of the bulk material. At room
temperature, the maximum saturation field for iron is HI - 7.1 kG . while for
magnetite H. - 2 kG. Thus. if the resonance field Hres should substantially
exceed these values, single domain behavior would be observed irrespective of
particle size.
Let it be supposedthat Hres> H. and that a spherical single crystal of cubic
structure is available for investigation. In this case Hrwscan be expressedas a
function of the angles9 and 4-relating the direction of the applied field jj.PI! to
the directions of the crystallographic axes (fig. la). The first-order resonance

.

Units

or maanetic

field

uIed

in the literature

vary.

Geologists

have tended

to favor

Oersteds,

while phylicilts, wIIo prod~ their laboratory fields in an ela:tromaanct. have p~ler1'ed the unit
for mapeaic induction, O.uss. The wrrmtly ~cnded
.unit of maanctic indoctioa is
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condition can then be statedas (23-25)
.s
. - ~

Htes(Iy+> -

[1 - 5(COS2 S s~

.!!.-

g

1+

sin4 I sin2 + COS2.)].

(1)

.

whereh is Planck'sconstant,. is the spectrometerfrequency,g is the g factor

( - 2), .B is the Bohr magnetron,and K J is the first order magnetocrystalline
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anisotropy constant. While more accurate FMR resonance conditions are
available in the literature (24.26},eq. (1) is generally a good approximation and
useful in any event to illustrate tbe general outcome or the experiment just
delineated.
Fig. Ib portrays the resonancefield Hresas a function of the angle 9 for two
fi~ed values or + (0 and 45°). The shaded area between these two 'curves
representsthe rangeof resonancefields for all other values of +. Note that for
H. > 0 the minimum resonanceriel~ Hminoccurs for Happparallel to [IOO}-type
cube a~s. while Hma~occurs when H.w is parallel to three-fold (ll1]-type a~es.
If one defines a "mean resonance field" Ho. h,,/S.s. it can be seen that
Hm.K- Ho + 1H., while Hmia- Ho - H.. where H.. 2Kl/Ms is the first order
anisotropy field.
Let it now be imagiDed that the e~perimental sample comprises not a single
spherical particle but an ensemble of randomly oriented spherical particles
dispersed in a glass. In this scenario. the FMR absorption spectrum becomesa
broad line "smeared" in a particular way between Hmia and Hrn8K.These
"powder pattern" line shapescan in fact be calculated or generated numerically [25-28). For the hypothetical case of zero singlC-{;rJstal lincwidth, the
powder pattern Corthe examplejust considered (H. positive) is represented by
the sharp-featured pattern at the bottom of fig. 2a. This pattern tends to be
broadenedand obscuredwhenthe singlecrystallinewidth.pp is substantiaJ
compared to H8 (smooth curve at bottom of fig. 2a). In the usual experiment.
the-first derivative of the absorption js measured,as portrayed at the top of fig.
2a.
As apparent from comparing figs. 2a and 2b. the algebraic sign of the first
order anisotropy constant K1 is readily inrerred from the senseof the spectral
asymmetry. Similarly, the magnitude of H. is easily determined to be approximately i of the peak-to-peak derivative linewtdth.
It might be Doted that the "powder patterns" of figs. 2a and 2b are virtually
mirror images or each other, when reflected about the vertical dash-dot line

defiDing the mean resonancefield Ho. That they are not exactly mirror twins is
due to the use in fig. 2 of higher order corrections [24,26} to the resonance
condition of eq. (I). Oearly these corrections are small for Ho 3250 G (X
band), and they become completely negligible when Ho 12 500 G (Ka band).
It is pertinent to point out in this context that multidomain effects are not
expected at the Ka band, since 12 500 G::at-Hs for either metallic iron or
magnetite. On the other hand. the effecls of domain structure are observed at
X-band for iron particles> 200 A [17-19J and they are probably observed for
magnetite as we" (vide infra).

-

-

3. FMR spectra of terrestrial natural glasses
Fig. 3 displays the X-band FMR spectra or some terrestrial natural glasses
and one synthetic analogue.
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subsequent heat treatment.

and (c) Mount

Table 1
Aver. chemical c:omposi~

St Helens ash before and after remeltina

(wt$) of rhyotitk obsidians from the western USA and of paJcat
not analyzed

dark ub from die 18 May 1980InIp8ioaof Mount 5t Hcla\a. N.A.

- .Oxide

~

Obsidian

-.-

-8)

-

Pale A,b ~)

Dark Ash b,

(HVA-5.6)

(HVA.l,2)

S~

76.'

68.2

64.2

Al20}
F~zO:.
FeO
11°3
MDO
CaO
MsQ
K2O
Na2.0
P20,

13.1
0.5
1.0
0.1
N.A.
0.9
0.2
4.2
3.7
N.A.

16.2
1.7
1.9
O.S
0.0.5
3.7
1.2
1.9
4.6
0.1.5

17.2
2.2
2.5
0.7
0.07
S.I
1.9
1..5
4..5
0.19

~

ar

-, Data
from
m. (31) convened to wt$. Assipuncut of total iron betweeo Fcl0) and FeO ~1

a)

--

baled on MOSIbaUel'data1311", Samplesco8«tcd .5km nonb 01 P\llIman. Washinaton. AnaI)'SCIwere liven in ref. (33). whel
the total iron was auiped as 44~ FC10) and .56'1FeO. The pale ash. which comprised 4/S I
the total fa!lou&of PuIIm8n. was found 10 be 80$ aJass133).
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The spectrum of ria. 3a arises from spherical metallic iron particles - 150 A
precipitated in silica glass fused in the laboratory from na~ura1quanz (28.29).
The sharp S~tIUm ~ntered on Ho - 3250 G in fig. 3a is essentially the same
as the spectra observedin Fulguritea (5). In fact, typical Fulgurite spectra have
been computer simulated (30] usiDa 8 value distributions and g-versus-H.
correlations vinualIy identical to th~ employed in simulating the spectra of
metallic Fe: Si precipitated in fused natural quartz (28]. In this way, the
physical origins of the Fulprite sp«;tra are confirmed.
Fig. 3b presents the FMR spectra of some obsidians from Inyo County.
California. Presumably~ these materials are similar in wmposition to an
average given for 28 rhyolytic obsidian samples from California. western
Nevada, and southern Oregon (31) (see table 1). Except for some nodular
inclusions of crystobalite (which were excluded from the FMR experiment),
the black obsidian was similar in appearance to specimens from many other
locations. On the other hand. the red obsidian. exhibited a highly textured,
lamellar structur~ with intenpened veins of more lustrous brownish black
glass (which were separated from the experimental sample). From its appearance, this red obsidian may weD be an example of an obsidian sheet
deposited from a fluidized flow (~discussion in ref. [ID.
The two spectra of fig. 3b are radically different from one another. From
the discussion of section 2, it seems highly likely that the red obsidian
spectrumis characteristicof sphericalsingle domain ferromagnetic particles.
presumably taagnetite. Final verification of this suggestionmust await temperature dependencestudies of the types to be described in i«tion S. On the other
hand. arguments have been developed [32) to support the hypothesis that the
broad resonancewith a zefo-crossing near 2 kG which characterizes the black
obsidian is in fact due to multidomain magnetite panicles.
Part of the argwnent (32] for the multidomain-particle origin of such broad
spectra derives from an exploratory study of Mount St Helens ash epitomized
in fig. 3c. These sampla are known to contain coarsc-grained magnetite [33).
The 5pectnuDof sample HVA-'s (~compositions [33] in table 1) was in large
measure typical of the four ash specimensstudied. Shown also in fia. 3c at the
same spectrometer gain is the s~trum of a somewhat larger mass of glass
prepared by fusing sample HVA-6 in a platinum cnlcible at 1500°C and
quenching to room temperature. The loss of ESR intensity on remelting is
interpreted as evidence that the ferromagnetic particles present in the as-de.
posited ash were redissolved into the glass.
A similar quantity of this vitrified ash was sealed in an evacuated fused
quartz ampoule and annealed for various lengths of time at 700 and 7SOoC.
The anneals at 100oC had DOe(r~t on the ~rded
spectra either before or
after an initial nucleation of ferromagnetic: phases by a 1h anneal at 7500c.
The initially narrow FMR line induced by the latter treatment broadened and

.

Obtained (rom Wards Natura) Science&1ablishmenl; this hand specimenwas identified at the
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intensified aft6 a total annealtime of 2 h at 1500 C. The resultingspectrum.
illustrated in fig. 3c is interpreted as arising from siDgiedomain particles
( :S480 A) of a magnetite-likephase.Futher heating at 1500C or above is
expectedto causeadditionaJgrowth of thesepartic1esand an eventualrestora.
lion of the presumedmultidomainspe.:trumof the as-coUected
ash.
As an addedillustration of the potential usefuUness
of FMR for the study
of geological materials, the mineral magnetitecontents of four MOUDtSt
Helens ash sampleswere determined as a function of the time of their
coU~on on the day of the asblall (fig. 4). Thesesampleswereencapulatedin
precision-bore1 mm diameter sample tubes for this measurement.and the
total FMR intensitiesweredeterminedby double numericalintegration of the
first-derlvativespectra(34).Absoluteintensity calibration was by comparison
with a Varian "stronl pit<:h"standardsample.usingthe appropriatecorrection
fKtors. It can be seenin fig. 4 that the FMR detcnninationsof magnetite
agreein their geDera1
trend with the X-ray fluorescenceanalyses[33) for total
iron. This measurementindiutes that the fraction of the total iron presentas
magnetiteis -1511 for the dark ash. versus - 1011for the pale ash which
beganfalling after 5 : 30 p.m.
BefoR turning to me subj~t of lunar glasses.it is fitting to commentat
least briefly on those most enigmaticof all natural glasses,the tektites [1].
Simply summarized,thosetektite glasseswhich havebeeninvestigatedby ESR
techniqueshave not exhibited easily recognizableferromagnetic resonance
spectrain their as-coI~
condition (2,5,35,36).Rather, their specua have
resembledthat of the remeltedashsampleof fig. 3c, with weakparamagnetic
resonancelines due to Mn2" and/or Fe3" [2.5,35,36).Ferromagneticprecipitates are apparently an uncommonoccurrencein tektite glasses.Annealing
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tektite glasses in aD oxidizing environment does. however. cause the appearance of an FMR signal [S,3S) similar to that or the remelted and annealed
ash sample of fig. 3a.

4. FMR spectra .. I

glassesand some synthetic analogues

One of the surprises (Xm1inl from the first examination of the Apollo 11
lunar samples was the faet that the lunar soils comprise up to SO'l glass. e.g.
ref. [37]. )n hindsipt. this discovery should not have been as astonishing. since
it was known that the Moon has been continuously bombarded throughout its
history by meteorites of all sizes. It is now recognized that hypervelocity
impacts by speck-si7.edmicrometeoroids are responsible for the meltinl and
remelting of soil particles at the lunar surface. formina a major petrological
componentin the soiIs-thc aIassYaB&lutinates.Theseheterogeneous
cindery
glass particles turn out to be rich in ferromagnetic precipitates
125 A in
diameter [38] (~fig.
Sa) which mate the major contribution to the so-called
"characteristic" FMR sipaI of the lunar soils (2.1.39-48).However. crystalline
mineral fraamenlS and homoaenmus &lassespicked from the soils have also
been found to exhibit FMR signals similar to the "dlaracteristic" resonance

-

[40,41.43.44J.
It has been argued (38] that during melting by micrometeoroid impacts the
lunar soil particles are chemically reduced by reaction ~th implanted solar
wind protons. This reasonina. coupled with direct evidence of the presence of
metalli~ iron from MOSsbauer(e.g. refs. [38,49,SO])and static thermomagnetic
studies (e.g. ref. [SID led to the conclusion (38] that essentially all of the
spherical particles appearinl in fig. Sa are single crystals of very pure metallic
iron (alloyed with at most - 1-2 wtl Ni [49,50]). .
This KmetalJic iron hypothesis" ror the origin of the "characteristic" resonance initially ~
to be fully supported by the FMR spectra, since the
algebrai~ sign and magnitude of the anisotropy field H. derived from powder
pattern analysis (section 2) ~.a
to be riFt for metallic iron and wrong for
mapetite (25,42). That is. H. > 0 for the .'characteristic" resonance and for
iron, whereas H. < 0 for bulk magnetite (S2). However. a number of workers
calle4 attention to inamsistencies in the observed lunar line shapes.linewidths
and intensities and their temperature dependences vis-i-vis expectation or
observation for,me~
iron aJone(e.g.. refs. [39-41,43-48]). Moreover, it was
demonstrated [35.53-56J that magnetite-like. phasesp~ipitated in aIassesin
fact tend to exhibit values of H. > 0, contrary to the behavior of bulk
. The tcrmioolosy"m.-ateolikc

ph..." will be used

here

II

pre'IIiousIy

(34,45)

to connote

any

rm~-graiaedfcrrimapetic pl'8C:ipitate(~Iainina ferric irm and presumably with spinel crystal
structure) ~
can be ~
in sIasa. These mapetiae-like pbasa CaD differ from bulk
minerai magnetite an many ways, due (0, C.J. cation substitution. calion dertciency, or surface
eff~(s relaled to small particle sizes. As . result. unUluaJ propeI1ia may be displayed. e...,
positive

am sot ropy constants.
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Fi.. s. Transmi~
eJectroamicrOIraPhs of (8) a hmar IOiIIlul (ut8" ref. (38» and (b) a heat
treated synlbetic alMa of molar Q)ntPOlitioa}4~ Si~. 15. BzOJ' 21~ Cao. 8S AI]O) and 12~
Fe20) with an FcJ. : Fez. ratio of . 2.1 (after rer. l57~ 11Ic 100 A partida in (b) have bftn
identified by electron diffraction 81 a spinel phale ollal1ice con5tant close to that or Fe]O. (571.
,
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magnetite. Finally, a comparative MOssbauer study (SO)of lunar soils and
samples of simulated lunar glassescontaining magnetite-like pr~ipitates, while
not explicitly detecting magnetite-like phases in the lunar samples. set upper
limits on the magnetite-like phases which could exist there and still escape
detection. These limits. - 0.1-0.4 wtfl, were higher than those set in ref. (49)
and high enough to account for the inconsistenciesalluded to above (34.45).
While the question of the origin of the "characteristic" resonancestill does
not appear to be resolved to the satisfaction of everyone, there seems to be
adequate justifICation to continue to make comparisons between the FMR
SP«tra of the lunar samples and the spectra of synthetic glassesdeliberately
prepared to contain only metallic iron or only magnetite-like phases.One such
spectral comparison is offered in fig. 6, where the magnetite-containing samples were chosen on the basis of their extensive characterization by other
techniques. (Good synthetic samples, like good lunar specimens, all have
pedigrees.) Sample 2.1-600-16is an alumino-borosilicate composition [57] (not
a lunar analogue) which was panicularly well characterized by electron microscopy (fig. 5b) and other techniques. Both 2.1-600-16 and GS-64.F (which is a
lunar analogue) are more extensively described in ref. [34].
In fig. 6. the dashed curva represent the "characteristic" resonancespectra
of a lunar soil sample typical of those coll«;ted from the surfaces of the lunar
maria (the FMR spectra of samples collected from highland regions are
somewhat narrower; sees«tion 5). The unbroken curves in fig. 6 are spectra of
magnetite-like precipitates in synthetic glasses.The latter are not necessarily
.. typical" of such precipitates in all cases(see. e.g., section 7) but do illustrate
some widely encountered behaviors: rust, it is clear from comparing the
spectra of fig. 6 with those of fig. 2 that these particular magnetite-like
precipitates are characterized by positive anisotropy constants (H. > 0). Second, there is substantial line broadening and distortion when the spectrometer
frequenc.yis raised from - 9 to - 35 GHz. The lunar sample is also seen to
exhibit similar broadening and distortion at the higher frequency.
No spectrum of a synthetic sample containing solely metallic Fe is illustratcd in fig. 6. since spectra such as that of fig. 38 are too sharp to model
the lunar "characteristic" resonance, while lunar anaJog glasses containing

solcly Fe0 as the p~ipit8ted phasehaveso far tendedto exhibit spectra
which are distoned due to a possible multidomain component (see, c.g. fer.
{34D. Fol' this reason, the expected lineshape of single domain metaUic iron is
repr~ted
on tis. 6 by the dotted computer simulations. The X-band simulation employed the "corrected" powder pattern of fig. 2a, together with 8
distribution in H. valves consistent with those distributions previously used
successfully (28] &0simulate the FMR spectra of Fe and Fe: Si in silica (similar
to the spectrum of lis. 3a). Moreover. the present simulations employed the
identical g-versus-H. correlation as previously determined for Fe: Si (28). Only
a broader Lorentzian convolution function was required (a" - 360 G, vis-a-vis
23 G for Fe: Si in silica) to achieve the excellent fit of the lunar sample
spectrum seen in fig. 6a.

.
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]t bearsemphasiringthat previoussimulationsof the FMR spectraof Feo
in silica have employedthe sameparametersat Ka-band as at X-band [28).
This is to be expectedfor iron particles ;z:150A, andthe simulationof fig. 6b
embodiesthis expectation*. Due to the poor agreementseen in fig. 6b
between the simulation and the spectrumof lunar soil 12001, additional
attemptswere made to simulatethe latter spectrum,allowing both g and H.
and their oorrelation to vary freely. The correct linewidth was obtained by

increasin, H. by - 25'1 with respect to its mean value at X-band. However,
the experimental line shOP' could not be reproduced by any combination. of 8
and H. values using the conventional powder pattern theory for cubic magnetocrystalline anisotropy. While me explanation for this discrepancy is still
problematic. the comparison spectra of fig. 6 elicit the suggestion that some
magnetite-like phasesoould be copresent wim the fine-grained metallic iron in
the lunar soils.

SoDiapostic methcMIsfor unknown rerromagnetlt phases:

appliatic-.to ... I... soilproblem

.

As shouldbe apparentfrom a readingof sections3 and 4. above,FMR line
shapeanalysisis a valuabletool for the study of natural glasseswhich can be
usedto identify unknown ferromagneticphases(e.g.,Feo in Fulgurites)or to
provide a first clue to the possible e.Y.istence
of unsuspectedphases(e.g..
magnetite-likephasesin lunar soils).S~ as in the latter example,thesecJues
will not always be acceptedat face vaJue,it becomesnecessaryto develop
further methodsfor identifying unknowns.The temperaturedependences
of
the FMR linewidth and the intensity as diagnosticsfor iron and magnetite
have been treated theoreticallyas well as experimentallyin ref. [29] and this
sourceprovidesthe basic underpinningsfor the more empirical treatmentor
the intensity variation [34) to be summarizedin the presentsection.Finally.
somepossiblecorrelationsof the "characteristic"resonancelinewidth (45] and
intensity (341with the lunar soil chemistrywill be examined.
Fig. 7 prCSaltsa compendiumof data [28,34)for the temperaturedependencesof the FMR intensitiesof fine-grainedmetalliciron (a) and fine-grained
magnetite-likepr~ipitates (b) in glass.togetherwith data ror powderednatural
magnetite(in b) and theoreticalpredictions[34,58.59)for the behaviorsor
large-grainediron and magnetite(dashedcurves).Also shown by the upwardtrendingcurve in fig. 7a is the behaviorpredictedfor metallic iron particlesin
the limit that the particle size is much larger than skin depth & (or the
penetrationof the microwavefield into the particle [34,59).The latter predict. Actually, on aoin& from 9 to 3S GHz. an increase - 3' in H. can be prediCted(29) for panicles
- 150 A, but Ad a small difference would be diffICult to measureexperimentally. An increase
of -10$ would be resistered for particles - tOOA.
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containing magnetite-like precipitates (after refL (28) and [34]). Additional de&c:riptionsof some 01
the synthetic glassesare given elsewheTein the text.

iOn is governedby the premisethat the observedintensity must be proportional to the saturationmagnetizationM. multiplied by the fractional volume
of the particle excited. For panicles of diameterd > 8. the excited volume
would be proportional to 8 - 1/( "al£l' )1/2. where (in mks units) a is the
conductivity, 1£is the permeability, and . is the microwavefrequency.In point
of fact, it is the temperaturedependenceof a for metallic iron [60Jwhich is
responsiblefor the rapidly rising aspectof the curve..Particles~ Skin Depth"
in fig. 7a. A seriesof curvesof intennediateslopefor valuesof d comparableto
8 havealsobeenpresented[29J.
The sampJesof fig. 7 are describedin detail elsewhere[28.29.34).Of
particular importancehavebeenthe determinationsof the particle sizesfor the
various iron-containing samplesby meansof e1ectronmicroscopy,vibrating
samplemagnetometry,or visible light microscopy.It was on the basisof these
data (hat the on-resonanceskin depth for metallic iron at 300 K and JI - 9
GHz was estimated to be

-so A (291.Themagnetite-likeprecipitatesin the
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synthetic lunar glasseswere not studied by electron microscopy, but from their
FMR line shapesit was readily inferred that the particles in sampJe76-AF-2
were sinFle domain (oS480 A), while those in 76-AF-2A were multidomain [32]
( ~ 480 A). A further discussion of the latter sampleswill be given in s«tion 7.
below. The OKA.B magnetite was a terrestrial mineral specimen which was
findy pulverized and diluted in ultrafine Si~. The .. theory" curve for mag4
netite (short dashed curve in fig. 7b) includes the temperature dependence of
Ms for bulk magnetite and an empirical dropoff in magnetization observed [61]
below - 110 K in applied fields - 3(KX)G (Ho at X-band) but neglects the
microwave skin effect. Since the conductivity 0' for magnetite decreasesbeJow
room temperature [61) (in contrast to 0' for metallic Fe, which increases). a
slighdy steqJer decreasein FMR intensity between 1,10and 300 K might have
been predicted.
In brief summary, the data and theories of fig. 7 are in consonancewith the
following generalizations: (i) the FMR intensity for fine4grained metallic iron
particlesis an increasingfunction of temperaturebetween SOand 400 K.
irrespective of particJe size. The maximum intensity decreasebetween 400 K
and 600 K expected for iron particles ~ 100 A is - 5% [29,34]. (ii) The FMR
intensicyof fine-grained magnetite (or magnctiteJike precipitates) is a decreasing funclion of temperature above - 110 K and may exhibit sharp dropoffs
just below this transition point. The fmest4grained magnetite-like precipitates
exhibit FMR intensity d~rea5eSapproaching 1001 between - 250 and - 600

-

-

K. occasionaJly
with sharptransitionsnear470 K [34}.

FMR intensity-versus-temperature
data for a suiteof lunar soilsare pre-

-

sentedin fig. 8 (34].Comparison. of thesedata with fig. 7 is striking. It can be
seenthat the lunar soil data are universallydecreasingfunctions of temperature above 200-300K, The amountsof chesedecreases
are - 15-35%.
vis-a.-visthe maximum predicted decrease- 5% for 100 A iron panicles.
Moreover.sharpdropoffs are noted in somecasesjust below - 130 K and/or
just above - 450 K. As recognizedin the precedingparagraph,thesebehaviors
m~y be indicativeof fme-grainedmagnetite-likeprecipitatesin glass.Assuming
the presencein the lunar soilsof phaseswith the propertiesof syntheticsample
76.AF-2 (fig. 7b). it would follow that metalliciron could contributeup to 85~
of the single.domainresonanceintensity for mare soil 12001but at most 6S~
of the intensity for soi114230collectedfrom the ApolJo14 landing site.
According to the "metallic iron hypothesis" (38.62) the "characteristic"
resonanceintensity (measured.say, ac room temperature)should be simply
relatedto the gJassyagglutinatecontentof the lunar soils,which in turn should

-

.

For reasonslaid out in ref. [34).the data of ria. 8 pertain to the ~narrowpan" or the FMR
spectrum, defined by the shadedarea in the intd to fig. 9, whereasthe data of fi.. 7 are ~ lotal
integals." The .. narrow intesrals" 01 ria. 8 tend to include the contributions of single-domain

iron and l1I8anctite.while diseriminatiol .pinlt multidomain iron. Since singJe-domainpar.
ticles were the primary obja:t of the lunar sQ.Jstudy, it is valid to compare the data of fia. 8 wIth
s;"B""doma;" part;c/~ data or fig. 71341.

. ,
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be proportional to the length of time the sampledsoil had been exposedtc
solar wind implantation and micrometeroidimpact. Of course,in this view. thc
intensity would also be linearly related to the amount or Fe2+ in the samplc
availablefor reduction.Thus. if the ,. metallic iron hypothesis"weregenerall~
applicable to all lunar soils, it would be predicted that the "characteristic'
resonanceintensity should be dir«tJy proportionaJto the agglutinateconten1
of the soil multiplied by its analyt.edFeO content. Fig. 9 illustratesa test 01
this hypothesispresentedin ref. [34). Here it can be seeDthat the bar graph~
representingthe iotaJ FMR intensitiesscatter by more than a ractor of two
about any linear relationshipone may wish to draw. No improvementis gained
by consideringseparatelythe "narrow integrals"(openpart of the bars)or thc
broaderparts of the resonance
(solid bars). FinaJly,little improvementis
achievedby subtractingaway the postulatedcontribution of magnetite-like
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phases(bar areas above dashed lines) estimatedwhere possible from the
relative amountsof magnetite-likebehaviorexhibitedin fig. 8.
It might be noted that in both fig. 8 and fig. 9 the behaviorsof the Apollo
14 samplesareanomalous.Samplingerror is ruled out as an explanationof the
anomalyin fig. 9, sincethe 14230bar graphis basedon FMR measurements
of
6 replicate subsamples(45] and agglutinatedeterminationsfor 2 replicate
subsamples
[63] from the sameS cm thick stratumof this coresample.Rather,
this ,.Apollo 14 soil anomaly" may conceivably be related to the unique
stratigraphy of the landing site

..

The final diagnosticmethodto be taken up in this SectiOD
involvesa study
of the "characteristic"resonancelinewidth as a function of soil chemistry.The
original idea(43]wasto plot all measuredFMR linewidthsversusthe analyzed
soil compositionsfor eachmajor element,plus someof the siderophiletrace
elements.Although the comprehensiveseriesof plots OrigiDallyenvisioned
were not all senerated,it appearedearly on (43) that a correlation with Ti~
may havebeenmanifestedand, further, that of all correlationspossiblethose
with either titanium or nickel would have the most profound implications. In
short, titanium has a natural tendencyto be found in magnetites(e.g., ref,
l65]), while nickel is commonlyfound in a5S0ciation
with metallic iron.
Fig. 10 illustrates the resultsof the linewidth.versus.composition
plots of
ref. [4S} (updatedwith morerecentchemicaldata for the Apollo 1S greenand
Apollo 17 orange&lasses).
Here the shadedand hatchedareasdefine the limits
of the FMR and chemicaldata from all availablesources.All FMR data were
obtained at X.band (recall from section4 that the linewidth increaseswith
frequency);certain Apollo 11data possiblyobtainedat Ka band and included
in the original figure [45] havebeendeletedfrom fig. 10.Opencirclesrepresent
individual samplesin as.retumedcondition. Filled circles riding atop the
arrowheadsindicatethe linewidthsreachedafter heattreatmentstotalling 3190
h in evacuated,seaJed
silica ampoules.Crossesdelimit the maximumlinewidths
achievedat earlier stagesin the sameheatingexperiment.
Fig. lOa revealsa potential correlation of "characteristic" resonancelinewidth with the Ti~ contentsof the lunar soils. Here. another .,Apollo 14
anomaly"can be noted.but this one wasfound to disappearafter the first 10 h
of the heatingexperiment[43]. Aside from this thermally removedanomaly.
the as-retumedsamplestend to define a smoothcurveof linewidth-versus~wt%
TiOz, with the Apollo IS green and Apollo 17 orange glassesforming the
anchor points. Similarly, tbe maximum linewidths after annealing (crosses)
. The Fr. Mauro foml.tion is belicved to be an accummulation 01 debris emplaced in a '.base
surge..or "ash now.' processtriucrcd by the planclcsimaJimpact which excavated the Moon's
Imbriwn basin aboul 3.8 b.y. aao (sec.e.g., ref. [641>.A reoxidation of the surface materials due
to the slow o.atpssing of the dcepcr-lyin. ash deposils is a potential explanation of the 10overaU FMR intensity (fis.. 9) and hip apparent magnetite content (fig. 8) of tbe 142)0 soil
sample. This sugestion also I-eceivesancillary support from the work of other5 (~ discussion
and sourcescited in ref. [341>.
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define a roughly parallel curve. Since evidence has been educed for the
presenceof magnetite-like phasesin the lunar orange and green homogeneous
glasses (see section 7 and ref. [66]). it was argued [45) that the .. titanium
correlation" of fi8. lOa may be evidence for the presence of a ubiquitous
magnetite-like constituent in the lunar soils.
On the other hand, the "Ni-Fe correlation" of fi8. lOb could be used to
counterargue for a Fe: Ni origin for the "characteristic" resonance. The
strength or such an argument lies in the known fact that alloying of Ni with
metallic iron results in a reduction of lhe magnetocry5talline anisotropy
constant (and hence the FMR lincwidth) with an almost linear dependenceon
nickel contentbetween0 and 24 atCl>Ni (67,68].This dependenceis the basis
(or affixing the right hand y.axis scale in fig. lOb, "predicted wt'! Ni in
metallic Fe." It could perhaps even be suggestedon the basis of fig. lOb that
the FMR spectra of the lunar orange and green glassesare also due to Fe: Ni.
if the different slope of the linewidth-versus-NijFe ratio vis-a-vis the soils were
ascribed to some cryptic asp«t of the processesby which these homogeneous
glasseswere produced. Out of context then, each side of fig. 10 thus tends to
neutralize any inferences based on the other.
Returning to the context of the earlier MOSsbauer(e.g., (38.49,50» and static
magnetic data (e.8., ref. (51», it is clear that up to 1 wt% metallic iron is
present in some lunar soil samples. roughly half of it in sizes ~ 134 A [38,50).
This iron undoubtedly contributes substantially to the ..characteristic" resonance (although the Ni content of the fine-grained iron component predicteJ
from fig. lOb is substantially higher than measured[49-51]). On the other side
of the coin, the temperature dependence studies of fig. 8 are reasonably
interpreted as evidence for tbe copresenceof magnetite-like constituents in the
lunar soils, while the data of fig. 9 evince yet one more inconsistency in the
.. meta]lic iron hypothesis." It is Dot inconceiva,ble.then. that future studies

-

may attach limited degreesof physical significance to both sides of fig. 10. in so
far as the unsorted soils are concerned. However, results to be discussed in
~tion 7 will stroo&lYindicate a magnetite origin for the FMR spectrum of the
Apollo 15 green glasses.

6. Prod1Ktion and stability of ferromagnetic predpitates in glass: Influence 01
redox conditions
The valence states of iron in silicate melts depend on base g)asscomposi.
tion, melt temperature, imposed oxygen fugacity, and the concentrations of
other multivalent ions present (e.g., [7-14». However, the dependences on
composition and multivalent elements are relatively small compared to the
equilibrium shifu which can be effected by changesin temperature or fugacity
(e.g., ref. (14» and can be safely neglected for purposes of the following
discussion, where phase relationships for the system Fe-O will be assumed to
apply to any ferrosilicate melt.
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FiS- 11 is a pseudo-one-component
phasediagram for the system Fe-O
taken from the work of Williams and Gibson [69), who compiled their data
from other sources.Similar diagrams have been developedand discussed
elsewhere(see,particularly.ref. [70D.In this kind of plot. the stability fields of
the condensedphasesare given as functions of the temperatureand oxygen
partial pressure.A generic labeling schemeis employed here becausethe
pseudo-one-component
diagramgivesno indication or the exact Fe;O ratios
of the condensedphases;for that information one must turn to a conventional
binary plot as provided e.g., in ref. [70]. For example. the binary plot is
requiredto predict the consequences
of heatinga self-bufferedsamplecontaining both iron and magnetiteabovethe transition temperature(5600C) where
Wustite ~mes a stablephase.In the caseof materialsfor which [Fe]/CO]~
0.9S,the magnititeis destroyedby sucha heatingwhile the metallic iron may
remain stable [70]. The experimentaloxygen fugacities for a suite of lunar
rocks [71] are found to lie near &he iron-Wiistite buffer above 560°C (data
points in fag. 11), confirming that for the lunar materials [FeI/[O) ~ O.9S.
Shown as broken curves in fia. 11 are some C-O gas controlled equilibria
(69). The curve labeled g pertains to a C-O mixture in equilibrium with
graphite at 1 aim total pressurc; the curve labeled ah represents the results of
adding hydroaen «HJ/(O]
2). Finally, the curve a' gives the C-O graphite
buffer for 2(XX)aIm total pressure. These curves represent the most reducing
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gas phasespossible on surface on the Moon, and the C-O equilibria may well
comprise the most plausible mechanism of lunar magma reductiQn at depth
[71], based on the gasesreleasedfrom lunar basalts at high temperatures (e.g.
ref. [72D. Fig. 11 forcefully brings home an important point: The same gas
phases responsible for the production of metallic iron in lunar rocks at high
temperaturescan also be responsible for the production of magnetite and Qther
ferric oxide phasesbelow - 600°C [69]. The only conceivable reason for the
absenceof magnetite in the lunar soils would be a kinetic barrier sufficient to
stifle magnetite precipitation during all of the 600°C reheating events which
have occurred in the - 3-4 b.y. -historiesof the sampled regions of the lunar
surface.
It is known that magnetite (e.&- ref. [73D and other ferrites (e.g. refs.
[74- 76]) can be precipitated in silicate glasses by heat treating them at a
temperature Tx' which may lie - 50-100 °C above the glass transition temperature T. (e.g. ref. [76]). The natures of these ferrites. of course, may depend
strongly on the Fe3+/Fe~+ ratio as set by the redox conditions imposed upon
melting. A ratio of [Fe.1"'J/[Fe2+)- 2.0 clearly favors the precipitation of
magnetite (e.g., in teITestrial volcanic liasses; see section 3), whereas a glass
containing - 10011of its iron as Fez+ will not precipitate any ferromagnetic
phase when heat treated in an evacuated sealed system (see below). But the
same Fe2+-containing glasswhen finely powdered and heated to the precipitation temperature Tx under controll~ gas-phasebuffering conditions can be
made to precipitate either magnetite (e.&- ref. [53]) or metallic iron (17},
depending on the imposed oxygen fugacity. Thus. subso/idusredox conditions
can be more important in determining the magnetic phases in finely divided
natural glasses(e.g., ash) than the conditions under which the source melt was
originally equilibrated.
Fig. 12 [43.S3] is illustrative of the potential for using FMR methods to
follow the subsolidus production and alteration 01 ferromagnetic phases in
glass. Simulated lunar glass as.64 was of a composition similar to lunar
"KREEP" breccias and essentially identical to that of synthetic glass GS-76 to

-

be described in section 7, except that GS-64 contained

0.1 wt'll FeJ + and no

metallic iron [43). It is striking that despite the availability of trace Fe.1+in the
quenched glass no magnetic phaseswere precipitated after more than 200 h at
650°C in an evacuated,sealedsilica ampoule (i.e., the self-buffered condition).
However, 6S0oC is clearly near or above Tx for this material. as evidenced by
the rapid initial growth of a ferrimagnetic phase when a powdered sample was
annealed in air at 1 atm. Perhaps more interesting from the standpoint of
interpretation is the growth curve for a third sample of GS-64 annealed in a
pumped vacuum of - 10-3 atm. Here-after an incubation period of - I hour
the FMR intensity grew as the i power of time at 650°C. This result was
interpreted (S3) in temJS resonanceoccurring in the surface layers of FeZO)
particles whose volumes were growing linearly with time at temperature.
Reference to fig. 11 confirms that the gas-phase buffer was indeed in the
stability field for hematite.
,

.
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In fag. 12. the data for lunar soi114230 heated in an oxidizing ambient tend
asymptotically to approach the corresponding curves for the synthetic glass,
probably because similar processeswere at work in both cases. The initial
decreasein the "characteristic" resonanceintensity for the lunar sample open
to air at 1 atm can be ascribed to the oxidation of the fine-grained metallic
iron. On the other hand, the decrease in intensity at long times for the
self.buffered 14230sample requires another explanation. lnadvenent oxidation
was unlikely, since the sample was degassed at 130°C under a pumped
vacuum of

:s10-6

Torr for 16 h before sealing the silica ampoule [43}. Rather,

it has been suggested[78) that heating the self.buffered sample above 560°C
results in the eventual destruction of the magnetite-like phases originally
present (as predictable from fig. 11) according to the reaction

Fe30.+ Feo- 4FeO.

(2)

It shouldbe noted,however.that the factor.of-eightdecreasein FMR intensity
for 14230 apparent in fig. 12 pertains only to the narrower parts of the
resonance(roughly equivalentto the shadedarea in the inset to fig. 9). Thus,
the overall da:reasein the total "characteristic.'resonanceintensity. while not
yet quantified precisely. has been estimated to be

:s25CJafter

lS,SOh at 6500 C

[45]. If thia )()Ssis apportioned betWeenF~O. and Feo according to eq. (2), it
would follow mat - 12.SS of the "characteristic.' resonance intensity (at
X-band and room temperature) is due to magnetite-like phases. in general
agreement ~th the interpretation of fIg. 8 tendered above and illustrated by
the dashed horizons in fig. 9.
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Fia. 12. The eff~ts of isothermal anneals at 650°C in various aamospherci upon the ESR
intensities of three roushJy equivaJcnt samplesof Apollo 14 Ioil and three sampJa of powdered
iimulated lunar aJUi GS-64. .. ESR ialatsity per ~. mass" is expressed in arbitrary units;
however. values ~ 2x tOl can only arise from FMR of precipitated phases.After refs. (431and
{53).
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7. Laboratorysimulatiom of ash Row dlemlstry and an interpretationof the
FMR spectraof Iun.- volcanicgllSses
Pai et aI. [79] have described the conditions likely to prevail in a lunar ash
flow. In any such process,one is dealing with small soljd particles (ash or fine
powder) intimately mixed with a turbulent expanding gas phase. such that the
particles are "fluidized" and behave as a pseudofJuid.This kind of flow could
be triggered by either volcanism or impact and is a familiar phenomenon on
the Earth. The differences between the terrestrial and the (hypothetical) )unar
ash flow then have to do mainly with the lower gravity and lower ambient
atmospheric pressureOft the MOODvis..a.vis the Earth. The present section is
concerned with the physic«hemical effectS of an ash flow process on fine
particles of ferrosilicate glassesin either the lunar or the terrestrial environment. It should be evident from section 6 that the envisioned intimate
gas-particle mixture should provide an ideal vehicle for investigating the
influences of gas-phaseequilibria on the precipitation in these glasses.
Fig. I3a is a schematic diagram of a lunar lava fountain, of tht- type
believed responsible for the Apollo IS green and Apollo 17 orange homogeneous glasses(e.g. refs. [SO,81]).The exact nature of the gas phase present at
the time of the eruption is not mown. However, studies of surface correlated
volitiles on the individual spherulessuggestthat a gas phase did e~st and that
it derived from a source region within the Moon different from the magma
source (see,e.g., discussion in ref. (SID. It is clear that the erupting gas phase
contained sulfur, but the presenceof oxygen and probably carbon as well can
be inferred. Thus, the phase diagram of fig. 11 is pertinent, and it can be
predicted that even for a C-O gas phase in equilibrium with graphite a driving
force for magnetite production would exist below - 6OOoC (see section 6).
Since the glass transition temperature for the Apollo IS glasseswas found to
be 6(K)°C [82], precipitation of some magnetite was seen to be inevitable [83],
even though typical times of flight of glass particles in the eruption plwne
would be only - 40-80 s [84).

In order to test some of thesepredictions. a device (fig. 13b) was constructedto simulatesomeof the conditionspresentin a lunar lava fountain (or
impact generatedashflow). Later modelsof this device(56,83)involved more
elaborateplumbins for gas mixing and samplingand substituteda silica frit
for the tapered throat simulating the vent from which the fluidizing gas
expandedvertically into a vacuum. or course, the force of gravity in the
laboratory could not be adjustedto the lunar value,but the temperaturesand
pressuresof the gascould be regulatedin a rangeto model prediction for a
hypotheticallunar ashflow (79).For most experimentsthe initial gastemperature was 750°C and the panial pressureof water in the carrier gas (He) was
deliberatelyvaried from as low as 10-7 atm to as high as 3 X 10-4 atm [56].
The glasspowderscomprised62-10SJim size(ractionsof the simulatedlunar
glasseswhosecompositionsare given in table 2. Fluidizationtimesat tempera.
ture were2.5 h Oongcomparedto the residencytime 01a spherulein a 1unar
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Table 2
Compositions of severa)synthetic lunar gla*S discussedin the text and of the Apollo 15 green
glass spherules(upper entries in wt". lower entries in ppm)
Oxide

SiO]
A!zO]
C.O
MgO,
NazO
K1O
TiO]
FeO
Fe metal
FezO)
Ti 2°)

Synthetic Glasses8)

Apollo 1S

CO

GS-76

OS-7S

OS-79

OS-SO

4(),4
14.5
13.3
8.1
0.6
0.0
7.5
IS.4
1]00 C)
N.A.
N.A.

49,8
IS.S
10.4
8_4
0.7
1.0
2.6
10.2
2000
<2
3.2

46.1
12.4
10.6
10.4
0.4
0.1
2.'s
16.5
600
<2
< 0.1

4S.2
24.9
14.9
9.2
0.1
0.0
0.0
S.8
6
SO
0.2

4S.2
24.9
14.9
9.2
0.1
0.0
0..1
S.8
14
7
0.]

GreenO!ass")
4S.3
7.6
8.S
17.4
0.2
0.2
0-39
20.0
-

- 70

d)

-

8' GI8SS"CO" was the base &Ius (m- CG-820-74-810-36and is described in 177};liasses of the
"GS' sene. were the baseIIaaacsfor the WAF" seriessamplesdCKribed in the text; "GS" and
..AF" samplesare described in more detail in 134]and [S6).
10)Values are averagesfrom ref. 181).
c) Basedon saturation ma&netizationof C0..820-74177):all other entries on the bottom Ihr~ rows
are by ESR 1'6). crOll calibrated with the metallic iron content of OS-76 as detetmincd by static
malDCtDtion (92].
d) Calculated on the assumption that the observed FMR signal is due 10 magnetite. Fe)O.. and
that this magnetite accountl ror aJl Fe.1+in the sample [4S).

lava fountain, but reasonablefor an ashflow triggeredby a major impact).
The simulated lunar glassesof this study were melted at 14800C and
102-10-13.7 atm, thus matchinl well the redox statesof actual lunar materials
(71). The ESR-FMR spectraof fia. 14a typified thesematerialsbefore fluidiza,tionand werethe basa for the analysesfor Fe metal, Fe3. and Ti3+ shown
in table 2. It can be seenin the table that metallic iron was presentin all of
thesesamplesand Ti3+ was small but measurable.Fe3+, while measurablein
the low.titanium glassescould not be detectedin the higher-titaniummaterials
(56).
The spectraof fig. 14b werethoseobtained(or a seriesof samplesprepared
by exposingpowdersof glassGS-76 to '.ash flow" conditions under various
partial pressuresof H2O (determined by mass spectroscopy) [56). For PHzo

~

10-2 Torr the observed spectrum due to magnetite-like precipitates is seen to

be characterized
by a positiveanisotropyconstantK I (compare with fig. 2) and
bearsa closeresemblanceto the "characteristic"resonanceof the lunar soils
(fig. 68); this is the material denoted76-AF-2 in fig. 7b, Lowering PH20to
10-4 Torr resultedin a negativeanisotropyconstant, more typical of bulk
magnetite[52], While in theseexperiments101was substantially higher than
might be expectedfor a lunar ash flow, fig. II suggeststhat the magnetite
.
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Fig. 14. ESR/FMR rtrst-derivative spectra obtained at X-band (9 GHz) for (a) a series or
as-quencbedsimulated lunar &ialles (see tablc 7.for eompositions) and (b) powders or BlassGS-76
subja;ted to simulated ash Row enYi~u.
The spectra of (a) are due mainly to multidomaln
metallic: iron and are characterizedby values of (sample mass)X (spectromctcr lain) - 500 times
greater than for the SpCL"tra
of (b). which arc due to magnetitelikc p~pitates. Arter ref. [56).

precipi~ation processdemonstrated here should take place even under substan.
tially more reducing gas buffers.
Simulated lunar glassesof the Apollo 15 green glass composition (table 2)
were not available at the time 01 these ash flow simulation experiments.
However. glasses GS-79 and GS-SO,roughly of Apollo 16 lunar highlands
compositions. had been prepared for investigating the influence of titania
content on the nature of the precipitated magnetite-like phases. These glasses
were identical except for their Ti~ contents (0%, Gs..79; 0.3%. 05.80). Fig- 1S
presents the temperature dependenceof the FMR linewidth (a) and intensity
(c) of magnetite-like precipitates produc-cd in glassesOS- 79 and as-80 in a
fluid-bed reactor similar to that of fig. 13b. It can be seen that the Ti-rree
sample (79-AF.l) exhibited a substantially lower linewidth at room temperature than its Ti-wntainina counterpart (80-AF.l), reminiscent of the TiO2
correlation of the lunar soil 5pcctra of fig. lOa.
The data points in fig. 15 pertain to a sample of Apollo 15 green gli1J.~
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marts in (b) indicate the points between which linewidths were measured.Arter ref. [83].
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spherules separated from sample 15426. It seemsnoteworthy that the curves
for magnetite-like precipitates in synthetic "ash flow" samples 79-AF.l and
80-AF-1 bracket the FMR data obtained from the as.retumed lunar glass
sample.
Two other features of the data for the Apollo 15 green glassesalso point
strongly to a magnetite origin for the lunar resonance signal. First, the
discontinuity in the lincwidth near 450 K corresponds to a reversal in spectral
asymmetry at higher temperatures to be associatedwith a change in the sign of
the magnetocrystalline anisouopy constant K 1 from positive to negative [45,5S].
This kind of behavior is known in bulk titanomagnetites [85] and has been
duplicated in at least one simulated lunar glasssample cOntaining magnetite-like
precipitates [86}. Second,the FMR linewidths exhibited by the Apollo 15 green
glassesbelow 100 K become larger by ~ 50% than theoretically predicted or
experimentally measured for either pure or impure metallic iron [29]. It is
therefore concluded that the Apollo IS green glass spherules contain - 0.01
wt% magnetite-like precipitates [45). presumably as relics of the gas-pbase-imposed redox oonditions which prevailed in the lunar lava fountain responsible
for their creation.

s. Summary, conduslons, aDd reccHnmenclations
for r ~

stutles

This paper bas described the FMR technique as a powerful probe of the
ferromagnetic precipitates which occur in a wide range of natural glasses.
including Fu1gurites,obsidians, terrestrial volcanic ash, lunar volcanic glasses.
and lunar soil agglutinates. Other natural glasses comprising substantial1y
more massive chunks (e.g., tektites and Lybian Desert glass [SD have tended
not to contain such precipitates, however. Sections 6 and 7 have emphasized
the importance of gas-phase buffering in detennining whether or not a
ferromagnetic phase is precipitated and what its precise nature is likely to be.
Thus. for example. the conditions present in terrestrial ash flows are seen as
ideal for the precipitation of titanomagetites.
The lunar soils are known [49-51) to contain fme-grained metallic iron
prmpitates in quantities up to 1 wt%. and many workers have attributed the
"characteristic" FMR spa:tra of these soils solely to this source (e.g- refs.
(25,38,42,62D.However, a number of different types of FMR measurements
have tended to dispute this uniformitarian "metallic iron hypothesis." First,
there have been inconsistencies in the Ka-band line shape and linewidth
(section 4). Then in section 5 the temperature dependence of the FMR
intensity was shown to be indicative of the presence of some magnetite-like
phasesin addition to the more abundant metallic iron. The estimated amounts
of these magnetite-like phases(- 0.2 Wt% for mature lunar soils) were revised
slightly downward from refs. (34) and (45) in view of more recent data (29} for
the behavior of pure iron particles - 1.50A in glass (data COl"sample #24 in
fig. 7a). The presence of these amounts of magnetite. particularly in super"
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paramagnetic sizes,is not inconsistent with available MOssbauerdata [50,87].

Also shownin sectionS wasa failedpredictionof the metalliciron hypothe.f

,

sis" rqarding the expected (62] dependenceof the "characteristic" resonance
intensity on (fJ aglutinates) x (~ FcO). Finally. a sugestive correlation
betW~D "characteristic" resonancelinewidth and the titanium chemistry of the
samples was pointed out (fig- 10), and the phenomenon was qualitatively
replicated by magnetite-like pr«ipitates in simulated lunar glasses(fig. 15).
If magnetite-like phasesshould be ubiquitous in the lunar soil glasses,their
morphologies and production ~hani5ms must be delinea~ One possibility
is that they exist as thin skins or rims at the interfaces betw=n the metallic
iron panicles and the gl~y matrix [69). In this case, the FMR propenies of
the iron particles would be perturbed by an exchangecoupling with the ferrite
overlayer, perhaps accounting for the linOooshape
peculiarities of the Apollo 12
soil in fig. 6b. Re(:eDtstudies [88) of the effects of oxidations on the FMR
spectra of iron wiskers might be pertinent. The possibility that some or all of
these oxide layers might be due to terrestrial oxidation eff~ts should also be
considered. FMR data for metallic iron prmpitales in fused silica suggestthat
o~de layers may develop in a period of years following sample preparation
[29]. It is by no means clear, however, whether this surface oxidation of
giass-encasediron is due to in.diffusion of ambient Oz and/or H2O or to a
back reaction with water already trapped within the ~
It may be helpful to
carry out comparative studies of lunar soil samples which were ~~
under
vacuum since their return and equivalent samples which have been exposed to
the atmospherefor a number of years. This work would be best performed at
Ka-band frequenaes so that iron particles as small as
15 A would be
magnetica11ysaturated (29]. Also, at 35 GHz the microwave skin effect would
further discriminate against the iron and thus favor observation of effects due
to any ferric oxide overlayen.
Increased development and use of microwave resonance thermomagnetic
analysis [34] (e.g. f18l. 7 and 8) is also to be ~mmended. However, extreme
care must be directed tOWards the buffering conditions present during the
heating experiments, as well as the methods used to estimate the FMR
intensities (seeAppendix).
The issue of the magnetic phasesin the lunar volcanic glassesis important
in its own right and can be divorced from the general lunar soil problem. First,
the nature(s) o( the magnetic phase(s)in or on the Apollo 15 green and Apollo
17 orange glasseshave remained cryptic [66.89); cenainly. these materials are
little alterated due to solar wind implantation or micrometeroid impacts.

-

Second,the magnetitecontentsestimatedby FMR are small (- 0.01 wt$) (or
the greenglassglassesthemselves;by comparison,the soil "clod" 15426from
which the spheruleswere separatedexhibited and FMR intensity - 10 times
greater[45]. It hasbeensuggested
in s«tion 7 that magnetite-likephasesmay
have beenprecipitatedin the green(and presumablythe orange)lunar glass
spherulesas a consequence
of the gas-phase
equilibria presentin the lunar lava
fountainswherethey were fonned.
.
\
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In writing this article the author has drawn heavily on a data base.both
published and unpublished,acquiredwith the indispensablecollaboration of
C.L Marquardt and EoJ.Friebele.Numerousdiscussionsand exchangesof
data with R.A. Weekshave also contributed in an inestimableway to the
devel<?pment
of many of the ideaspresentedabove.T. Nagataand N. Sugiura
obtained the static thennomagneticcurvesfor sample76-AF-2 shownin fig.
100.In this context,it is fitbDa to acknowledgeone more time thoseindividuals who preparedor provided the synthetic samplesso crucial to developing
coherentinterpretationsof the natural glassspectra.The MOS"seriessimulated
lunar glassesweremeltedby C'.E. Schott,and the M AF' seriespowderswere
preparedfrom theseby C.L Marquardt using a fluid-bed reactorof his own
design and construction(fig. 13 b). The "CG" glasswas made available by
G.W. Pearce,and the data shown were taken by R.A. Weeks.MJ. O'Horo.
R.M. Housleyand D.B. Shinnprovidedglasses2.1-600-16,s.17-3,and FQ-24.
respectively,togetherwith important detailsof their characterization~
fig. Sb is
one of O'8oro's contributions. In the natural glassdepartment,the Lunar
Sample Curator, M.B. Duk~ was extremely helpful in providing s~al
samplesunder NASA Order No. T-473SA. P.R. Hooper is to be thanked for
his ~t
gift of a pedigreedseriesof Mount St Helensashsamples.Finally,
the author is indebtedto RJ. Ginther for remeltingone of the ashsamples(or
the experimentsd~ribed in section3.
Appendix;Me~

of tbti.rl8lDapedc analysis

Thermomagneticanalysisis a time-provente(:hmquefor determining the
nature and quantity of ferromagneticmineralsin rocks (e.g.,refs. [65]). In its
simplestdescription.the methodinvolvesmeasurement
of the samplemagneti.
zation asa function of temperaturein a fIXedappliedmagneticfield. For high
enoughlaboratoryfields, the thermomagneticcurve so obtainedconsistessentiaDy of the saturatioomagnetizationM.(T) of the ferromagneticmineraJ(s)
superimposedon the paramagDeticand diamagneticcontributions of the
remainderof the sample.Sincethe latter are generallyweakin the temperature
range aboveroom temperature,the ferromagneticmineral phasesare usually
identified by their Curie temperatures,the points whereM.(T} falls abruptly
to zero.
In practice.the situation is generallynot so simpleas describedabove.For
example.indistinct Curie temperaturesmay be manifestedeither as a result or
a mixture of magneticphasescharacterizedby a distribution of Curie temperatures [65] or as a result of the magneticparticlesbeing too small to achieve
magneticsaturationunder the experimentalconditions [29,90).Furthermore.
irreversiblechangesmay be observul in the fltSt (but not the subsequent)
heating cycles. implying a phenomenonnot attributable to oxidation or
reduction. but rather to homogenization.exsolution.or some other internal
re..equilibration[6S).
Ref. [34] hasattemptedto lay the groundworkfor an analogoustechnique.
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microwave resonance(or FMR) thermomagneticanalysis.The analogy betweenthe two techniquesis that eKh measuresmagneticintensity(magnetiza-

tion in the onecase,FMR absorptionin the other)asa functionof tempera-

#

ture. However,the FMR methodas developedin ref. f34) and epitomizedin
fig. 7 is capableof identifyins unknown ferromagneticphaseswithout heating
to the Curie points of the constituentferromagneticminerals,thus a.erting
someof the irreversibleeffectseluded to above.This approachalso achieves
almost total discriminationagainstparamagneticand diamagneticcontributions to the static susceptibility.
Others havebroadenedthe definition of FMR thennomagneticanalysisto
include measurements
of any FMR spectralquautity [e.g..linewidth .4H, peak
heightApp.or relatedquantitiessuchasApp(.4H)2] as a function of temperature up to ~d abovethe relevantCurie temperature(s)[91}.
The purposeof this Appendix is to compareand contrast the results of
various approachesto FMR thermomagneticanalysisand to relate thesein
turn to the results of the more classicalstatic thermomagneticanalysis a
described,e.g.,in ref. l6S]. For this purpose.setsof data havebeencompiled
for aU three experimentalapproaches,each applied in turn to the samefour
samples(fig. 16).For all of the FMR measurements
the samplesweresealedin
evacuatedfusedquartz tubes[34,91).
Fig. 16a showsdata for "CO" seriesglasses(table 2) which contained
fine-grained metallic iron as a result of subsolidus redu~tion. The static
magnetizationcurve (no data points shown) was taken from ref. [77] for a
sample containing

-3.3

wtl iron. The filled circles pertain to data taken by

the "App(~H)2" FMR method [91) ~or CG-820-74.810-36
containing - 0.1
wt% iron, - 60% of the grains :s 156A [34J.The open circles[34,47]are data
for anothersampleof CG-820-74-810-36
employingthe total area(by numerical integration)under the FMR absorptioncurve; tcheupward trending character of this curvecan be ascribedto the microwaveskin effect(sees«tion 5).
All three methodsidentify metallic iron: the total-area FMR method by the
ski~ effect and the two high-temperaturemeasurementsby the Curie point
(7700C is the Curie point for pure iron). (The peak in the FMR data near the
Curie point is due to the removalof shapeand muhidomainanisotropyas the
magnetizationapproacheszero [91J.) Note that all three thennomagnetic
curves were reversible.indicating that no oxidation. reduction, or internal
reactionshad occurred.
Fig. 16b showsthree sets of thermomagneticcurves for a glass initially
containing100 A magnetite precipitates [S7] (see fig. 5b). Data for the
total-area FMR method [43J(open c,ircles)and static magnetizationmethod
[57] (triangles) are in excellent agreement.Transition temperatures(Curie
points'!) are clearly manifested in the range 4OO-soooCin thesemeasurementsbut arelessapparentin the warmingcurve for the" App(~H)2 ,. method

-

[91] (filled circles).However,upon cooling from 8S0°C. the latter technique
exhibited a major irrevenible effect: the appearanceof an intensecomponent
with a Curie point of 570°C (close to that of pure Fe)O4[65]). There is:
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sufficient ancillary evidence (57) to conclude that this irreversible effect is due
to the coarsening and further growth of the magnetite precipitates under the
severe conditions of the experiment (measurements up to 850°C vis-a-vis
Tx

- 600OC). On the other side of the coin, these experiments

show that 100 A

magnetite particles do not behave like bulk magnetite; they show no Curie
point at 570°C but instead exhibit relatively indistinct magnetic transitions
near 200 and 468°C.
Nagata of Sugiura [92] have carried out static thermomagnetic analyses on
sim-ulated lunar glass OS.76 (table 2) and on a simulated ash now sample
76-AF-2 prepared therefrom (section 7). Theseexperiments employed a laboratory magnetic field of 5.53 kG and a pumped vacuum experimental ambient
(/02 - 10-9 atm). The thermomagnetic curves so obtained were decomposed
into a temperature-independent paramagnetic term - 0.035 emu/g of un~
known origin, the calculated contribution Xp(T)H of the known concentration
of Fe2+ in the sample (table 2: 10.2 wt% FeO), and the contributions of the
rerromagnetic phasespresent. For GS-16, the latter comprised essentially only
metallic iron (Curie temperature. 140 °C), with a room temperature magneti~
zation 0.4 emu/g (correspondingto 0.2 wt% Fe metal). The first warming
curve (not illustrated) showed the presenceof a minor phase (- 0.07 emu/g)
with an illdefined Curie temperature - 200oC; upon cooling this phase had
essentially vanished and the magnetization due to metallic iron had increased
to 11811of its initial value. Subsequentwarming and cooling curves duplicated the first cooling curve. These second-ron results were particularly signifi.
cant in that they showed that the glass-encasedmetallic iron was not oxidized
in the course of this experiment, even though the gas buffer Jay in the stability
field for hematite (fig. 11).
The unbroken curves without data points in fig. 16c are the static thermomagnetic curves obtained (92) under the above conditions for the "ash flow"
sample 76-AF-2; the calculated paramagnetic terms have been subtracted
away, however. so the illustrated curves pertain only to the ferromagnetic
phases.The second warming and cooling curves (not shown) accurately replicated the first cooling curve, again indicating that no oxidation took place
despite the nominally oxidizing atmosphere.The long.dashed curves in fig. 16c
show the extrapolated contributions of metallic iron to the warming and
cooling curves.
Comparison of fig. 16c with figs. 16a and b indicates that 76-AF-2 contained both metallic iron and fine-grained
100 A) magnetite-likephases
prior to the first warming run. the magnetite being manifested as indistinct
Curie points at
200 and - 468°C.The first coolingcurvethenshowsthat
40% of the metallic iron was destroyed by warming above 800°C. while the

-

-

-

(-

-

-

magnetite grains were caused to grow in size as representedby the appearance
for the first time of a Curie point at 570oC. Qualitatively, the ..App (~H)2.'
FMR method (filled circles) gave the same result when applied to 16-AF-2 [91J.
Similarly, the presenceor Cine-grainedmagnetite-Jikephases was also revealed
by the total-area FMR method (open circles), which was reversible in the
.
.

-

---
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temperature range over which it was employed [34]. Note, a temperature
independent tenD had to be added to the data of fig. 7b in order to bring the
total-area FMR data (open circles in fig. 16c) into registration with the first
warming curve of the static magnetization study. ]t is inferred that the
total-area FMR method does not accurately reflect the metallic iron content of
this sample, presumably because the particle sizes d

-

}(MX)-2(xx)

A (34] far

exceeded the on-resonance microwave skin depth 8 - 50 A [29]. The
..Ap9(.4H)2" method [91) does detect this iron as "bump" near 770oC.
however.
Summarizing fig. 16c, an rnethoos indicate (or do not contradict) the
copresence of both metallic iron and magnetite-like phases in ., ash flow"
sampJe 76-AF-2. The irreversible decrease in metallic iron concentration
realized on the first cooling run of the static magnetization experiment is
evidently not due to gas phase oxidation (see above). Presumably this iron is
desuoyed by a reaction internal to the sample. A reasonablehypothesis is that
the iron particles reacted with an interfacial layer of magnetite according to eq.
(2) and that when this layer was consumed no further reaction took place in
the time of the experiment because the iron particles were spatially isoJated
from the remaining magnetite in the samp)e.
The final case study of thi&' Appendix involves Apollo 11 lunar soil 10084
(see fig. 16d). Here. the ferromagnetic phases should be formally regarded as
., unknowns" which hopefully can be determined from the data. The static
thennomagnetic curves (without data points) are taken from ref. [51]. On first
warming they show a possible Curie point at 510oC (magnetite?) and a
definite Curie point at 770°C due to very pure metallic iron. However, the
shape of warming curve differs from prediction for iron (dashed curve) in a
way that suggeststhat some of the iron is being destroyed above - 650 DC.
The cooling curve shows that indeed nearly half of the iron was destroyed

-

in

addition to an unknown ferromagnetic phase with a static magnetic behavior
essentially identical with the fine-grained magnetitelike phasesin 76-AF-2 (fig.
16c). In contrast to 76-Af-2, however, lunar soil 10084 exhibits an irreversible
loss in FMR intensity ["App(.4H)2" method) on cooling from above 8OO°C
[91J. Morris et al. [91] ascribed this effect to an inadvertent oxidation of the
iron in their sample.even though they backfilled one of their sample tubes with
CO. In view of the fact that no inadvertent oxidations occurred in the synthetic
samples even when exposed to a slightly oxidizing atmosphere (see above), a
more reasonableexplanation would seem to be an internal reaction of the iron
with an interfacial oxide Jayer(93). II has been suggested[93] that the residual
dispute over whether or not some inadvertent oxidation occurred in the lunar
soil samples could be resolved by reperforming the experiment with samples
which are buffered by copious amounts of powdered metaJlic iron (graphite
would also serve). To the author's knowledge, this suggestion has never been
acted upon.
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